
MICHIGAN  47 
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Next: Saturday, 8 p.m.
vs. Washington (ABC)

Next: Saturday, 2:30 p.m.
at Notre Dame (Peacock)
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GAMETIME
One of America’s Great

Sports Podcasts

GLASS    CITY

All times are p.m. unless noted

EVENT TIME TV RADIO
GOLF 
Solheim Cup 7:30 a.m. Golf
Solheim Cup Noon 24
Solheim Cup 1:30 Golf

COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Notre Dame at Florida St. 7:30 13

BASEBALL 
Cleveland at Boston 1:10 BSGL 1370

Detroit at Cincinnati 1:10 BSO, BSD

Toledo at Omaha 2:05  1230

L A Dodgers at San Francisco 7:08 ESPN 100.7

GOLF
PGA: Tour Championship Noon Golf

PGA: Tour Championship 1:30 24

TENNIS 
U.S. Open 11 a.m. ESPN

U.S. Open 7 ESPN2

AUTO RACING 
Southern 500 6 NBCSN

ON THE AIRMATT MARKEY
OUTDOORS

TOLEDO    at 
OMAHA late

Sunday, 2:05 p.m.
at Omaha
Radio: 1230



SPONSORED BY

coach of the week

photo of the week

trench team of the weektrench team of the week

player 
of the 
week

game of the week

TW

vote every Sunday vote every Sunday 
thru Wednesday

winners announced every Thursday



STANDINGS,
RESULTS

RED SOX 4 
INDIANS 3
Sunday, 1:10 p.m.

at Red Sox
TV: BSGL Radio: 1370

REDS  7  
TIGERS 4
Sunday, 1:10 p.m.

at Reds
TV: BSD









Add Local 30+ HD Cable TV at rate card and receive StreamTV and two streaming boxes free for six months, rolling to half-price for 
months 7–12. StreamTV is a video solution that delivers your HD Cable TV subscription via the StreamTV app. StreamTV requires 
Buckeye Broadband Internet service. Activation and Internet Equipment Fees are applicable. Terms and conditions of Buckeye 
service (available at www.buckeyebroadband.com/legal) apply. Visit buckeyebroadband.com/offerdetails or call 419.724.9800 
for full offer details. Offer subject to change or may be canceled without notice. Offer expires 9/30/21 BSN2100043

Catch the best coverage of 
local high school, college, 
and professional sports.

Call: 419.208.9849 Click: BuckeyeBroadband.com

SPECIAL OFFER

Local 30+ Cable TV

FREE streaming 
boxes in 2 rooms

$2699
/month

LOOKING TO GET HIRED? TURN TO
THE BLADE AND

TOLEDOBLADE.COM/JOBS

Shiny dashboards are a 
common plague of newer cars 

BY RAY MAGLIOZZI

Dear Car Talk:
Toyota recently had a recall 

on Toyota Camrys for melting 
dashboards. I did not respond 
to the recall, because my car did 
not have this problem. However, 
now that the recall has ended, my 
2019 Camry has started having it.

I don’t want go to the expense 
of treating the dashboard. My 
main concern is that the melting 
dash reflects onto the windshield 
and obstructs my vision. 

Is it possible to tint the 
windshield and alleviate this 
problem? — Olivia

I’m not sure your dashboard is 
melting, Olivia.

Toyota and Lexus had a 
problem with dashboards that 
would crack, melt, ooze and stink 
in extremely hot weather. But all 
the cars we know about that were 
affected were made between 
2003 and 2011. After a bunch of 
people sued, Toyota initiated a 
“customer support program” and 
agreed to replace these Salvador 
Dali dashes. 

So, if your 2019 Camry’s 
dashboard is actually melting, 
Toyota is going to be very upset, 
because they’re quite convinced 

that they fixed it years ago. 
If your main complaint is the 

reflection of the dashboard 
onto the windshield, that’s a 
different story. That’s a problem 
that plagues a lot of cars whose 
dashboards are not melting. 
It’s worse than it used to be, 
because most windshields are 
now installed at a steeper angle, 
for better aerodynamics. That 
makes for more reflection off the 
dashboard. 

The biggest offenders are 
dashboards that aren’t black. The 
worst one we ever experienced 
was a Chevy Bolt from a few 
years ago that had a black and 
white dashboard. It was like trying 
to see the road through a game 
of chess.

So, what can you do? 
Number one, keep the 

windshield clean. You want to 
clean the outside and inside of 
your windshield. A film of grime 
and out-gassed vinyl will build up 
on the inside of your windshield, 
a little at a time, and you don’t 
notice it until the reflections nearly 
blind you. So clean both sides 
regularly.

Second, try polarized 
sunglasses to cut the glare. The 
glare is often worse at certain 
times of the day, when the sun is 
beating down at a certain angle. 
Try keeping a pair of polarized 
sunglasses in the car and see if 
they help. 

Third, don’t clean your 
dashboard. One thing that makes 
windshield glare much worse is 
cleaning the top of the dash with 
a product like Armor All, which is 
designed to make surfaces shine. 
Shiny surfaces are your mortal 
enemy, Olivia. 

So, if you recently had the 
interior cleaned, that could be the 
problem. 

Try removing the shiny residue 
with soap and warm water and 
see if you can get it back to a 
matte finish.

Finally, there are some people 
who recommend dashboard 
covers, sometimes called “dash 
mats.” It’s basically a non-shiny 
cloth that covers the top of your 
dashboard. We’ve never tried 
one, and I’m not sure it’ll make 
much of a difference, but you can 
experiment with a piece of dark 
cloth. 

If that helps, you can buy one 
that fits. Just make sure you 
leave room for your dashboard 
defroster vents. And don’t go for 
the shag carpet dash mat. That’s 
very 2019. 

***
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 Got a question about cars? 
Write to Click and Clack in care 
of this newspaper, or e-mail 
them by visiting the Car Talk 
Web site at www.cartalk.com.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS

419-724-6300

FOR HOME 

DELIVERY 

CALL

Hey, sports fans!  No one brings you local 
sports like we do. From high school and 

college games, to in-depth player profi les 
and more, The Blade sports staff is always on 

the beat.  Read Blade Sports every day! 

Nobody likes getting a bill. With The Blade’s 
EZ-Pay plan, you can save time and money.  
Call 419-724-6300 to set your account up on 

our auto payment option, and you’ll never 
see a print bill from The Blade again.

Mercedes Benz 2011 E350 $15,000 OBO. Well 
maintained 74,824 miles, newer tires recent-
ly serviced. Call 419-324-6732

MAZDA 2008 Mazda3 I Touring True red,
110000 miles, alloy wheels, ABS, power 
moon roof, front and side impact air bags, 
very good car, $5000 419-764-8924

3500 Autos 

WANTED - Dead or Alive Cars, 
Trucks & Vans. Call (419) 255-8800

TIME TO CLEAN THE BACK YARD! I’M INTER-
ESTED IN YOUR OLD CAR TRUCK OR VAN. 

JUST SITTING AROUND?  I WANT IT!  
I pay the best.  Call Mr. Scrapper: 419-297-3937

3380
Autos - Trucks 

Wanted

Automotive

 

Trying to sell your car? Maximize the of-
fers by calling the The Blade for a clas-
sifi ed ad. Call 419-724-6500 or go to 
adportal.toledoblade.com to place an 
ad and see our great packages.

 

THE CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT 
WILL BE CLOSED AFTER 

4:00 P.M. ON 
FRIDAY, 

SEPTEMBER 3, 2021 &
 WILL NOT BE OPEN UNTIL 

8:00 A.M. ON 
TUESDAY, 

SEPTEMBER 7, 2021.

Have a safe and happy 
holiday!

3500 Autos 

JOB SEEKERS 
READ THE BLADE!

Call 419-724-6500

Every day Northwest Ohio’s 
workforce counts on The Blade 
and toledoblade.com to 
provide them with employment 
opportunities.

Will they 
fi nd your 
job opening?

Look in the Help
Wanted ads in

Get A 
Job.

Classified
(419) 724-6500
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